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KTM

KTM EXERCISE FOX I
From 16 to 27 of February 2015, C Coy (HUN) of the KFOR Tactical Reserve Manoeuvre Battalion (KTM) performed its integration process which was finalized with the KTM FOX I Exercise, a multinational exercise in Camp Vrelo, Kosovo.
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PICTURE: KTM (2)

The Full Operational Capability
(FOC) exercise, known as FOX
I, had the primary purpose of
validating C Coy, of the Hungarian Contingent, on its mission
and main tasks in Kosovo, paying
special attention to the necessary interoperability which is needed in the multinational forces as
KTM, composed of Portuguese
and Hungarian contingents. FOX
I allowed KTM to validate Command and Control and interoperability between KTM HQ (Multinational), Sup Det (PRT), A Coy
(Multinational), B Coy (PRT) and
C Coy (HUN) and also with affiliated units. Designed to train
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KTM

C Coy (HUN) as the Primary
Training Audience (PTA) at the
tactical level, the Exercise also included an academic phase as well
as cross training and a Situational
Training Exercise (STX). Additionally it provided the KTM with
the opportunity to train in Crowd
and Riot Control (CRC) in a realistic environment. The scenario
used was a simulated situation of
violent public disorder in a Hot
Spot. The accomplishment of
KTM goals only was possible with
the contributions of seven other
nations who supported the Exercise: AIR Assets, from Croatian,
Slovenian, Swiss and USA contingents, deployed KTM to the Hot
Spot; A Freedom of Movement
Detachment (FOMD) from the
Switzerland contingent removed
obstacles and cleared the IED
Threat; International Military
Police (IMP), from the Austrian
and Swiss contingents, escorted
the KTM convoy and processed
detained demonstrators; The
Tactical Psychological Operations
Team (TPT), from the Danish and
Romanian contingents, executed
PSYOPS series. The KTM exercise, received a visit from KFOR
DCOM, Brigadier General Anton
WALDNER, on 27 of February in
Camp Vrelo.
The KTM commander, Lt Col
(PRT-A) José NEVES, thanked
all participants of the exercise,
especially C Coy (HUN), for
their commitment and proficiency achieved, and also the importance of this exercise, in order
to perform full integration and
employment in KTM as “two nations, one force”.

PICTURE: KTM (3)

Captain Bruno Riberio
OF 2 PRT A
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MNBG E

U.S. ARMY PARACHUTE JUMP
IN NORTHERN KOSOVO
The sun was bright and the sky was crystal blue as Spartan paratroopers packed the skies in
Kosovo. Fifty paratroopers from Multinational Battle Group-East (MNBG-E) conducted the
first ever U.S. Army parachute jump in Northern Kosovo outside of Camp Maréchal de Lattre de
Tassigny (CMLT) on Feb. 26.
U.S. Army Spc. Anthony Steel, an intelligence
analyst with the Liaison Monitoring Team (LMT),
1st Squadron (Airborne), 40th Cavalry Regiment,
4th Infantry Brigade Combat Team (Airborne),
25th Infantry Division, participated in the jump.
“It was a beautiful day to be an airborne Soldier,”
said Steele. “Today I jumped out of a UH-60 black
hawk for the first time in Kosovo, and it felt great.
The landing was one of the softest landings I’ve
ever had.”

The drop zone was new for MNBG-E jumpers.
Previous parachute jumps by Army airborne units
in Kosovo have either been conducted on or near
Camp Bondsteel, which is in the southern half
of Kosovo south of Pristina. U.S. Army Staff Sgt.
Adam Toland, the theatre spectrum manager, and
a jumpmaster for MNBG-E, said the Paratroopers
had a successful jump on the new
drop zone.
“We have been jumping on Camp
Bondsteel on the circular drop zone
and it isn’t a very big area to drop
jumpers,” said Toland. “The team
here decided to look for other places
to jump and put our pathfinders to
use to survey drop zones and do
what they went to school to do”.The
pathfinders with 4/25 established
a drop zone on a farm field right
outside of CMLT.
“This is a larger drop zone [than
on Camp Bondsteel] which is
always a good thing; it means more
6
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The rain the night before almost caused the jump
to be cancelled, while it went ahead the parachute
count was cut in half. “I was really excited to
finally jump in Kosovo,” said Steele. “I didn’t know
if I was going to get the opportunity because of
the weather, but I was grateful for the chance.”

MNBG E

green lights and more jumpers out
of the aircraft at one time,” said
Toland. “It was just a great location
and a great day to jump”. “No one
got hurt, and all of the jump master
teams were certified today so it was
a great day for us and a great day for
airborne operations,” said Toland.
“Sparta lives.”

PICTURE: PAO MNBG E (4)

Sergeant Melissa Parrish
MNBG-E US A
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CAMP FILM CITY

ST. PATRICK’S DAY IN CAMP FIlM CITY
‘La Fhéile Pádraig’ or Saint Patrick’s Day is a religious and cultural public holiday normally
celebrated on March 17th on the anniversary of Saint Patrick’s death in the 5th century AD. On
the 14th March in recognition of the occasion the Irish Contingent personnel stationed in Camp
Film City were presented with their NATO Non-Article 5 medal and with Shamrock by COM
KFOR, Major General Francesco Paulo Figliuolo during a ceremony in the Multifunctional Tent.
Senior National Representative,
Colonel
William
O’Dwyer,
welcomed Major General Figliuolo,
members of the KFOR Command
Group, members of the Irish
Community, and members of the
Irish Police, An Garda Síochána, to
the ceremony.
Immediately after the ceremony
a reception was held in the Irish
House where traditional Irish
music and food was served. Later
that evening large crowds gathered
at the Irish House to enjoy the
festivities and join in the “craic”.
has a long tradition dating back to
the foundation of the Irish State
The Shamrock is hugely symbolic

for Irish people and according to
legend, St. Patrick used the three
leaved Shamrock to illustrate the

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

The presentation of Shamrock to
Irish Military Personnel by their
commander on St. Patrick’s Day
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CAMP FILM CITY

Ireland’s contribution to Kosovo

dates back to 1999 with the initial
deployment of the Irish Transport
Company, which was followed by
an Infantry group and culminated
in the Irish Defence Forces holding
the command of MNTF-C in 2008.
Today the Irish Contingent consists
of 12 Officers and NCOs working
in a variety of branches including
the Headquarter Support Group
(HSG), The Joint Implementation
Commission (JIC), J4, Public
Affairs, PsyOps, the Joint Logistical

Support Group (JLSG), and Joint
Visitors Bureau (JVB), and the Irish
National Support Element (NSE).
Commandant Roisin Condron
OF-3 IRL A

PICTURE: PAO MNBG - E

doctrine of the Holy Trinity as he
introduced Christianity to Ireland
in the 5th Century. The Holy Trinity
doctrine defines God as three divine
persons, the Father, the Son (Jesus)
and the Holy Spirit. The Shamrock
became symbolic in other ways
as time went on and in the 19th
century it became a symbol of
rebellion, anyone wearing it risked
death by hanging.
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CAMP FILM CITY

INTERNATIONAl WOMEN’S DAY 08 MARCH
2015 #MAKEITHAPPEN
International Women’s Day (IWD), originally called International Working Women’s Day, is
celebrated on March 8th every year. In different regions the focus of the celebrations ranges from
general celebration of respect, appreciation towards women to a celebration of women’s economic,
political, and social achievements. Started as a Socialist political event, the holiday blended the
culture of many countries, primarily in Europe. In some regions, the day lost its political flavor,
and became simply an occasion for people to express their love and respect for women. In other
regions, however, the political and human rights theme designated by the United Nations runs
strong, and political and social awareness of the struggles of women worldwide are brought out
and examined in a hopeful manner.

A global web of rich and diverse
local activity connects women
from all around the world ranging
from political rallies, business

conferences, and government
activities and networking events.
The United States even designates
the whole month of March as

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

Annually on the 8th of March,
thousands of events are held
throughout the world to inspire
women and celebrate achievements.
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CAMP FILM CITY

‘Women’s History Month’ with the
International Woman’s Day theme
for 2015 being ‘Make It Happen’
with a dedicated hashtag for social
media.
Here in CFC we had our own
celebration, hosted by the GENAD
and attended by all available women
in the camp. COM KFOR set aside
one hour for all women to gather
and reflect on the role of women
in KFOR and other peacekeeping
missions. His message was hopeful
as he highlighted that “great
improvements have been made.
We have female astronauts and
prime ministers; we have a female
president here in Kosovo, Atifete
Jahjaga and female Ministers for
Defence in Italy, Germany, Albania
and Montenegro”

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

Commandant Roisin Condron
OF-3 IRL A
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VISITS TO KFOR Hq - A VISUAl OVERVIEW

23rd February 2015.
The Chief of the
Swiss Armed Forces
Joint Staff, Major
General Jean-Marc
Halter.

PICTURE: OR-4 Di-Giovanni Giuseppe (2)

05th March 2015.
The Montenegrin
Minister of
Defence,Prof. Milica
Pejanovic Djurisic.
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VISITS TO KFOR Hq - A VISUAl OVERVIEW

13th March 2015. The
US Ambassador to
Serbia, H.E. Michael
D. Kirby.

05th March 2015. The
Montenegrin Chief
of Defence Admiral
Dragan Samardžić.
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PICTURE: OR-4 Di-Giovanni Giuseppe (2)

14th March 2015. The
Chief of the General
Staff of the Serbian
Armed Forces (SAF),
General Ljubisa
Dikovic.

“Casa Leonardo”:

“CASA lEONARDO”: EXPERIENCE, PASSION
AND FlAIR
The members of the “Casa Leonardo” team work like a well-oiled machine. Friends both inside
and out of work, the group shares its passion and flair for food.
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Operation “Nibbio”. The delivery
of supplies was haphazard and
he had to prepare meals for more
than 600 soldiers in a kitchen set

up in a shelter. In spite of these
difficulties he excelled, taking
pride in the smiles of the soldiers
who enjoyed their meal using the

PICTURE: OR-4 Di-Giovanni Giuseppe (2)

Dining can be so important!
The ideal conditions to create a
fruitful meeting are assured by
OR 4 Gianfranco IORIO, OR
4 Andrea BELLONE and OR 4
Giovanni MONTESANO, and
masterfully coordinated by OR
6 Pasquale ANTELMI (Personal
Clerk of the Commander). While
the staff are promptly informed of
the commitments of COM KFOR,
they never ask who the guests will
be. “We always give our best and
through the training received and
our experience we try to convey the
passion with which we do our job,
here like other parts of the world
where we served”, says De IORIO.
The “Casa Leonardo” team
is really an asset of excellence
among the Italian Combat and
Service Support units. Graduates
of the “Commissariat school” of
Maddaloni (Caserta) in Italy, today
they face the challenge of high
representation events, contributing
to the success of the meetings
COMKFOR attends periodically
with high level military and political
authorities.
Their collective knowledge ensures
that they are professionals of the
highest calibre. Combining their
experience from at home and abroad
they excel in their role, satisfying all
guests of “Casa Leonardo”, all the
while raising the prestige and the
name of the Kosovo Force.
On many occasions, the “team”
have proven themselves to be an
exceptional operational asset.
For example in 2001, De IORIO
was deployed in Afghanistan in
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“Casa Leonardo”:

BELLONE and MONTESANO,
who have a great friendship based
on shared deployments overseas,
recall similar difficulties. During
Operation “Antica Babilonia”
they packed meals for about
4500 soldiers. In addition to
the problems related to their
procurement and manufacture, the
heat was really suffocating. In Italy,

Captain Simone Tosatti
OF-2 ITA A

PICTURE: OR-4 Di-Giovanni Giuseppe (2)

time as an opportunity to relax
and recharge. Today, working for
KFOR Headquarters the duty is
different but it is very rewarding.
In this period the staff received
representatives from many different
authorities, militaries and civilian.
The team is proud to serve and
satisfy people of so many different
nations and backgrounds.

Andrea and Giovanni serve in the
same logistic regiment, about 800
miles from home, and often travel
together to reach their home. “To
go on a mission away from home is
difficult, but we are lucky to share
these experiences with friends
and sincere colleagues, making
the experience less difficult”, says
MONTESANO.
Last but not least they sometimes
prepare several events at the Italian
NSE in order to allow their fellow
soldiers test their outstanding food.
Thanks to their dedication,
professionalism and devotion, they
have epitomized our principles of
“Example, Endeavour, Entrust”.
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MNBG-E

PIlGRIMAGE TO STUBlA
On the 22nd March 2015 hundreds of KFOR soldiers and Kosovo citizens joined together at
mount STUBLA for a 10 kilometres march up the Mountain for the Devotion of the Way of the
Cross. The event was the occasion for all the participants to visit the 14 “Stations of the Way of the
Cross“ which are located in the Area of Responsibility (AoR) of Multinational Battle Group East
(MNBG-E).
of Jesus Christ when he carried his
own cross to his crucifixion and

it is an annual religious tradition
which takes place at the end of

PICTURE: MNBG E

The commemoration represents
for Roman Catholics the sacrifice
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MNBG-E

Lent. It was organized by the
KFOR Theatre Chaplain Father
Umberto BORELLO with the close
cooperation of the US Chaplain
Father JARAMILLO and the support
of the NATO Contributing Nations
troops of Austria, Hungary, Poland,
Ireland, Italy, France, Germany,
Swiss, Portugal and Slovenia. The
military representative group,
who carried a wooden cross along
the arduous terrain to the top of
STUBLA Mountain, took part with
strong religious motivation. The
procession which had a blend of
NATO members and representatives
of the local population and
institutions was conducted amid an
atmosphere of peace and serenity.
The holy procession was concluded
at the top of the Mount where a big
cross stands.
After the procession, KFOR
troops and members of the local
population prayed for peace and
for a better future for Kosovo in the
church of Saint Joseph.

PICTURE: MNBG E (3)

Captain Alessandro Eterno
OF-2 ITA A
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CSM

CSM KFOR FRAMEWORK OF ACTIVITIESCSMS/SNCOS MEETING IN
CAMP VIllAGGIO ITAlIA
As part of the framework of activities for KFOR Command Sergeant Majors, on 14th February
2015, a familiarization meeting for KFOR CSMs and SNCOs, took place in Camp Villaggio Italia
(Pec), home of the MNBG-W.
The meeting was called by
the KFOR CSM and organized
by MNBG-W CSM Rolando
ROSSIGNOLI (ITA Army), in
cooperation with CSM JAUNIG
Klemen (SLO Army) and CSM GSA
PARTINICO Raffaele (ITA Army).
In this meeting hosted by CSM
ROSSIGNOLI the history of the
5th Mountain Rifle Regiment (ITA
Army) was outlined. He discussed
the history of the “Alpine Hat” and
the main training activities that are

18

carried out by the MNBG-W Units
on routine basis.
CSM JAUNIG Klemen (SLO
Army) presented and discussed
the next challenge that will take
place the 11th April 2015 in Camp
Villaggio Italia organized by the
SLO Contingent.
KFOR
CSM
Maurizio
D’ALESSANDRO focused on
the importance of the “NATO
Non-Commissioned
Officer
Bilateral Strategic Strategy and
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Recommended NCO Guidelines”.
This document, signed on 13
October 2010 by Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR)
and Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation (SACT), highlights
the
significance of the NATO NCO
Development Programme which
allows NCOs from all Nations to
participate in International courses.
To learn more about the Professional
Development for the NATO

CSM

NCO please visit http://www.aco.
nato.int/command-senior/blog/
professional-development-for-thenato-nco.aspx.
Additionally the host Unit set up
two exhibitions, in the first they
displayed vehicles, weapons and
other equipment belonging to the
Austrian, Italian, Slovenian and

Moldavian Contingents and in
the second one they displayed the
mountain equipment and the BV206 vehicle belong to the Italian
Mountain Troops.
Sincere appreciation is given to
CSM MNBG-W ROSSIGNOLI
Roland, to CSM JAUNIG Klemen
and to CSM GSA PARTINICO
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Raffaele for their outstanding
organization of the event.
KFOR CSM
Maurizio D’Alessandro
OR-9 ITA A
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JRD-S

Commander KFOR XIX
Major General Francesco P.
Figliuolo,
Italian Army
Chief Public Affairs Office &
KFOR Spokesman
OF-4 Vittorio Morellato
Italian Army
Chief Internal Information &
Editor KFOR Chronicle
Commandant Roisin Condron,
Irish Defence Forces
condronr@hq.kfor.nato.int

VISIT TO JRD-S Hq
AND TURKISH CONTINGENT
COMMAND

On the 21 February 2015, Com JRD-C Col. Corrado BENZI,
Com. MNBG-W Col. Carlo CAVALLI, Com. MNBG-E Col. Clint
BAKER visited JRD-S HQ and Camp Sultan Murat.
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Albania, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, France, Germany, Greece,
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Turkey, United Kingdom, United
States.

Firstly, HQ Staff conducted a VIP
Briefing regarding the operational
situation and activities in the theatre.
At the meeting, all the Commanders
highlighted that they must continue
to ensure the security enviroment,
support the development of a stable
and peaceful Kosovo. Commanders
discussed the current security
situation and cooperation between
kinetic groups and non-kinetic
detachments, JRD assessment tools,
their challenges and solutions. The

Non-NATO Nations within
KFOR
Armenia, Austria, Finland, Ireland,
Moldova, Sweden, Switzerland,
Ukraine.
The KFOR Chronicle is produced
and fully funded by HQ KFOR. It is
published for KFOR soldiers in the
area of responsibility. The contents
are not necessarily the official views
of, or endorsed by, the coalition
governments’ defence departments.
Editorial content is edited, prepared
and provided by the Internal Information Section of HQ KFOR’s Public Affairs Office (PAO) in Pristina,
Kosovo. PAO HQ KFOR reserves
the right to edit content to conform
to style and space requirements.
Articles run on a space-available
basis.
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Meeting was a good opportunity
for Commanders to share their
experiences.
After the meeting, a historic and
meaningful trip was organized
to historic sites in Prizren which
included Sinan Pasha Mosque,
Shadirvan, Stone Bridge and Saint
George Church.
Major Aydogdu, JRD-S LNO
OF-3 TUR A

PROFILES

Military education: Military education: I joined the Irish Defence Forces in
1997, starting out in an Infantry unit. In 2000 I joined the Communication
& Information Systems (CIS) Corps, which I serve with to date. Through
my unit I’m qualified as a comm. Operator, aerial rigger, fiber optic & cable
management, logistic accounts administrator and CIS instructor. Outside
of my corp. responsibilities I am a qualified military driving instructor, lifeguard, and Health & Safety rep. In 2012 I received a higher certificate in
military arts.
About the mission: This is my 3rd mission with KFOR but my first in CFC.
Previously I’ve been with Irish only contingents in Camp Clarke, 2001 being
my first here and 2007 my second. Serving in a multinational environment
has been a fantastic experience. The lessons you learn from working with all
ranks, across all nations is second to none. Working with the PSYOPS branch has taught me a lot about different cultures, societies, diversity in people
Amy O Connor and how to achieve a goal by working as a team. Family reaction: Leaving
my 2 young daughters, Chloe (4) and Kellie (2), behind was very difficult.
Luckily, my husband who is also in the Defence Forces is very supportive of
OR-8 my decision. He has taken on the “mother “role very well. With the help of
my parents, I know everybody is being looked after very well. Technology
Irish today is so good that I feel that I’m never too far away from home.

Name:
Rank:
Nationality:
KFOR Unit:
Support Element.

JEC PSYOPS Hobbies: I love most sports but especially love rugby, Gaelic football, (it’s

an Irish thing!) swimming, canoeing and jet skiing. Any activity off land is
brilliant. In true Irish style I love to socialize and dance! Hosting evenings at
home with friends and family is what I love to do. Alongside all of that ….. I
LOVE to LAUGH and have LOTS of fun!! Life is for living.

Military education: NCO School, CIS Training course, Sky basic course,
Sniper basic course, Lifeguard & Rescue course, Health and safety in workplace course.
About the mission: Special staff of COMKFOR – Assistant of the Commander. Commander’s CLERK.

Name:
Rank:
Nationality:

Family reaction: I was born in Bari, a city near the sea in the south-east of
Italy on 18th of march 1977. I joined the Italian Army at the age of 19 years
old and this is my sixth mission abroad. I served in Bosnia and Albania twice
Pasquale Antelmi and I also served in Kosovo in 2001 and in Afghanistan in 2004. In Italy I
serve in Civitavecchia, where I live with my girlfriend in a town near Rome.
OR-6 I am a member of the “Mountain troops” and they are forever in my heart.

Italian Hobbies: I am interested in all aspects of computers especially computer
programming. I also like to spend time at the sea and in the mountains.

KFOR Unit:
CLERK of
COMKFOR, Command Group
Staff
KFOR CHRONICLE 03/2015
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SUDOKU

slightly

medium

difficult

very difficult
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MEDIUM

The three areas (row, column, block) are equally units
or groups.

VERY DIFFICULT

The task is to fill in the blanks of the puzzle so that in
each of nine rows, columns and blocks of each digit from
1 to 9 appears only once.

SLIGHTLY

Solutions February

DIFFICULT

Rules:
The standard consists of a grid Sudoku field with 3 × 3
blocks, which are each divided into 3 × 3 fields, a total of
81 fields in 9 rows and 9 columns. In some of these fields
at the beginning digits 1 to 9 are registered (“targets“).

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

March 2015
Contribute to the
KFORChronicle!

Mar. 2015
``Prizren by night‘‘
Equipment used:
NIKON
lens 50 mm
Mehmet YÜKSEL,

Just send your photos to kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by
the 25th of the month explaining where you took the photo and what equipment you used. We will then select one
of the submitted images and publish it in the next edition
of the Chronicle.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle !
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
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www.nato.int/kfor
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